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Approved TC95 Meeting Minutes 
 

Mobile Operators Association (MOA) facility 
12 Russell Square, Russell Square House  

Bloomsbury, London WC 1B 5EE  
Friday, 2 March 2007 

0900 – 1500 h  
 

1. Call to Order 

The meeting was called to order by Acting Chairman Bodemann at 0905 h.  Those in 
attendance introduced themselves.  (See Attachment 1 for attendance list.)   

2. Approval of Agenda 

Following a motion by Meltz that was seconded by Varanelli, the agenda was approved 
without modification. 

3. Approval of December 30 August 2006 Minutes 

Following a motion by Ziskin that was seconded by Meltz, the minutes of the 30 August 2007 
meeting were approved without modification. 

4. Chairman’s Report 

Petersen reported that he will be stepping down as ICES Chairman and Adair is stepping 
down as Executive Secretary.  He said that he agreed to serve as ICES Executive Secretary 
and as TC95 Secretary; Bodemann agreed to serve as ICES Chairman—the appointment will 
be official following approval by the IEEE SA Standards Board (SASB) at their March 
meeting.  He then turned the meeting over to Ralf Bodemann who announced that Ken 
Gettman (National Electrical Manufacturers Association – NEMA) agreed to serve as ICES 
Vice-Chairman.  Also, Johnston will step down as Membership Committee Chairman in 
October 2007 and Murphy will serve as ICES Membership Chairman.  The International 
Liaison Committee, which Murphy chairs, will be disbanded.  Bodemann pointed out that the 
duties of the International Liaison Committee will be carried out by himself, Murphy, 
Johnston and other members who have been representing ICES at international meetings.  
Bodemann also pointed out that with the new ICES structure, chairmen and vice-chairmen 
will be sought for TC34 and TC95.  Several candidates have been identified and their 
willingness to serve will be confirmed shortly.  He also noted that Ian Booker will be 
stepping down as SC3 Secretary.  Brooker agreed to serve for two years—the two years are 
now up.  A candidate for the position has been identified – but not confirmed. 

Bodemann reviewed the coordinated approach being undertaken to promote ICES 
internationally.  Specifically, a number of ICES members, e.g., Bodemann, Chou, Murphy, 
have been representing ICES at meetings worldwide, giving presentations on ICES and its 
standards, submitting papers on the new standard to journals and magazines, etc.  He noted 
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that there are a number of SC4 action items pertaining to the publication of a number of 
papers geared toward spreading the word about ICES to different audiences, e.g., federal 
agencies, the public.  Specific journals and magazines are being considered for general 
interest articles, e.g., IEEE Spectrum.  Bodemann briefly discussed plans for the next 
meeting, which will be held at the Nokia facility in Dallas, TX during the last week of 
November – the exact dates to be determined.  Bodemann conducted a straw-poll regarding 
the dates.  The results were as follows: Before Thanksgiving (22 November) – 10 in favor; 
after Thanksgiving – 6 in favor.  He noted that a short-course on C95.1-2005 and C95.7-2005 
is being planned in conjunction with the TC95 meetings.  Varanelli is organizing the short-
course, identifying speakers, etc. 

Bodemann discussed having ICES sponsor/organize a number of workshops.  The thought 
would be to bring in a number of experts, especially non-US experts, to participate in 
workshops that focus on issues relative to standard setting.  Bodemann asked for 
suggestions—Meltz suggested exploring the possibility of developing a video/CD that 
describes the IEEE/ICES process that led to the latest C95 standards.  Petersen said that he 
would enquire at IEEE to see if a video/CD is available that describes the IEEE process—the 
ICES part would be up to us.  Petersen also agreed to update the ICES brochure once the 
candidates for the leadership positions are confirmed.  Bodemann mentioned that a THz ad 
hoc was discussed at the AdCom meeting noting that this will be discussed later on in the 
agenda. 

Bodemann reviewed other standardization activities including CENELEC prEN50499 
(Determination of workers exposure to electromagnetic fields). He noted that this standard is 
tied to the EC Directive which in turn is tied to the ICNIRP basic restrictions and reference 
levels.  He said that he will be attending an EMF Working Party Meeting in Cyprus at the end 
of the month where guidelines to implement the new directive will be discussed.  He noted 
that one troublesome issue is that certain intervention MRI procedures result in operator 
exposures that exceed the ICNIRP limits for magnetic field exposure at low frequencies, i.e., 
under the new directive such procedures may no longer be permitted.  He said the working 
party will try to resolve this issue.  In response to a question from Ziskin, Chadwick pointed 
out that the issue is real but such exposures are relatively uncommon.  Bodemann also 
mentioned an ICNIRP/EMF-NET/WHO workshop (Workshop on current trends in health and 
safety risk assessment of work-related exposure to EMFs) that was held in Milan, Italy, 14-16 
February.  He noted that Chadwick and Karpowicz gave presentations at that meeting.  
Chadwick said that it was an interesting meeting with a different audience than that 
associated with similar meetings.  There were many good, thought-provoking questions 
relating to the MRI issue.  He also noted that the meeting was open and he found it useful.  
Karpowicz noted that many of the questions related to the differences between the ICNIRP 
guidelines and other standards and to legislation issues, e.g., incorporating standards and 
guidelines into legislation.  She pointed out that there seems to be an absence of coordination 
between the various bodies regarding conflicts.   

5. Executive Secretary’s Report 

Petersen provided an update on the status of the TC95 standards (see Attachment 2).  He 
noted that C95.1-2005 (safety levels – 3 kHz to 300 GHz) was approved: 3 October 2005, 
appealed November 2005 (on procedural issues), the appeal was heard 28 March 2006, the 
appeal decision: was handed down 27 April 2006 (the appeal was denied), the standard was 
published: 19 April 2006, and approved by the American National Standards Institute for 
recognition as an American national Standard on 2 November 2006.  He noted that C95.7-
2005: (RF safety programs) was approved 22 September 2005 and published: 22 March 2006.   
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Petersen reported that the only open TC95 PAR is PC95.3.1 (measurement and computation – 
0 to 100 kHz).  He noted that the following standards require action this year, i.e., 
reaffirmation, revision or withdrawal:   

C95.3-2002 (RF measurements and computation: 100 kHz to 300 GHz):  Although 
this standard is dated, the suggestion is to try to have the standard reaffirmed.  If 
reaffirmation is approved, a PAR will be submitted for revising the standard but with 
an extended scope to cover 0 to 300 GHz.  C95.3.1 would then be incorporated into 
the revision.  If reaffirmation fails, a PAR for revising the standard will be submitted. 

C95.4-2002: (safe distance from antennas during blasting operations): Petersen said 
that this standard is stable and suggested reaffirmation.  If reaffirmation fails, a PAR 
for revising the standard will be submitted. 

C95.6-2002: (safety levels – 0 to 3 kHz). The recommendation is to reaffirm C95.6. 
If reaffirmed, a PAR to revise C95.1 will be submitted with an extended scope to 
cover the frequency range of 0 to 300 GHz.  C95.6 would be incorporated into the 
revised C95.1 standard.  Once approved, C95.6 will be withdrawn.  If reaffirmation 
fails, a PAR for revising the standard will be submitted. 

1460-1996: (Guide for measurement of quasi-static electric and magnetic fields): 
This standard should be reaffirmed, incorporated into C95.3.1, and withdrawn 
following approval of C95.3.1.  If reaffirmation fails, a PAR for revising the standard 
will be submitted. 

Petersen reported that the revised ICES Policies and Procedures (P & Ps) were submitted to 
the SASB Audit Committee (AudCom), June 2006.  He noted that the revision is based on the 
Model P & Ps, but with deviations.  They are undergoing review and he expects AudCom and 
SASB acceptance at the March meeting.  Petersen also reported that the Annual Report 
(2005-2006) was approved at the June 2006 SASB meeting—the 2006-2007 report is due in 
May for consideration at the June SASB meeting.   

Petersen also reported that the new website (http://www.ices-emfsafety.org/index.php), which 
is structured like the ANSI ASC, Z136 site (http://www.z136.org/), is well underway but a 
number of features still have to be incorporated.  He noted that the SC chairs will each run 
their own sections of the website. 

6. Treasurer’s Report 

Varanelli provided an update on the process of the transfer of the ICES account from the 
IEEE Standards Department to the ICES treasurer (Varanelli).  He noted that there are still a 
number of glitches, e.g., statements from American Express are still being sent to IEEE rather 
than the bank holding the ICES account.  He reviewed the status of the account.  The current 
balance in the account is approximately $21,000 but a number of costs have not yet hit.  He 
pointed out that there are a number of fixed and recurring costs, e.g., credit card and bank 
processing fees are close to $20.00 for each card, plus there are other fees associated with 
operating the ICES website.  It was agreed at the AdCom meeting that this overhead will be 
added to the meeting registration fees.   

At the conclusion of the Treasurer’s report, Petersen presented Art Varanelli with the IEEE 
Standards Medallion for his long standing dedication in support of standards setting.  The 
inscription on the plaque reads, “In recognition of Arthur Varanelli’s tireless and spirited 
participation in the development of IEEE Stds C95.1-2005 and C95.7-2005, and his 
unwavering support of ICES goals.”
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7. Membership Chairman’s Report: 

Johnston announced that she will be stepping down as Membership Committee Chair in 
October.  She said that she enjoyed the activity and was impressed with the openness of 
ICES, the knowledge and experience of its members and the committee’s long history.  (See 
Attachment 3 for Membership Committee Chairman’s Report.)  Johnston reported that 
currently TC95 has 116 active members, ten of whom are women, representing 26 
countries with 63 members from the US and 53 members from outside the US.  She 
said that in addition to including expert members from many countries, a current 
priority is to attract new members from Russia, South America, and Europe, and more 
women members.  Johnston pointed out that those requesting membership should send her a 
request and a brief CV.  Johnston quickly reviewed the makeup of the ICES AdCom (see 
slide 4 of Attachment 3).   

Johnston reported that the following two new members were approved by the AdCom at their 
last meeting: Malcolm Packer (Electromagnetic Scientist, Harris Corporation, RF 
Communications Division) and Ken Gettman (Director International Standards, National 
Electrical Manufacturers Association, and the National Secretary for IEC).  Ken is a long-
time member of SC 3 and SC 4 and the new ICES Vice-Chairman,  Johnston also noted that 
Prof Heidi Danker-Hopfe, Charite University of Medicine, Berlin, Dr Jill McQuade, and Dr 
Pat Roach, both working on effects at THz frequencies at Brooks City Base, San Antonio, 
TX, are also interested in joining.  She said that Danker-Hopfe expects to attend the next 
ICES meeting in Dallas and then introduced Packer, who explained that his background is in 
numerical modeling and that he found standards development extremely useful for trying to 
understand issues.   

Johnston concluded her report by noting she has been attending and summarizing a number 
of meetings and there seems to be increasing interest in this field by younger people.  She 
noted that funding is becoming an issue, e.g., the next COST 281 Chairman, Alistair 
McKinlay, is re-submitting an application for funding, and FGF funding is uncertain.  She 
said that funding for future Dutch, Danish and Swiss research programs is strong.  Bailey 
suggested that it would be appropriate for funding organizations to perform site visits to 
evaluate laboratories and the skills and qualifications of the scientists and engineers, perhaps 
with the support of ICES, before providing funds, i.e., similar to what is done by other 
organizations such as DOE and NIH.  There should also be follow-up visits.   

8. International Liaison Chairman’s Report 

Murphy reviewed the highlights of several recent meetings (see Attachment 4).  He said that 
he was delighted to inform the attendees that at the BEMS Winter Board of Directors 
Meeting, Dr Eleanor Adair, former ICES Chairman, was chosen to receive the D’Arsonval 
Award.  The next BEMS meeting will be held in Kanazawa Japan, 10-15 June 2007.  The 
Technical Program Chair is Richard Nuccitelli.  The 2008 meeting will be held in San Diego, 
CA; the 2009 meeting will be a joint World Congress with EBEA, possibly in Slovenia, 
Switzerland or Prague.  Murphy also briefly discussed some major EMF conferences 
scheduled for 2007 (see Attachment 4).  He then introduced the first invited speaker, Phil 
Chadwick. 

Invited Speakers 

• Chadwick—“Project to assess SAR from TETRA radios on and in vehicles by new 
self-contained and portable SAR measurement systems.”  (See Attachment 5.)   

Chadwick explained that during the recent UK roll-out of the 380 MHz digital emergency 
services radio system (TETRA), MCL carried out a program of head and body 
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measurements to assess exposures associated with the use of the radios.  The study, 
funded by the PITO Home Office, was extended to assess exposure associated with hand-
held units operated in motor vehicles, which included two cars and one motorcycle.  
Chadwick pointed out that the study required both measurement and numerical 
simulations to cross-check and verify results.  The measurement procedure and head 
phantom specified by IEC/CENELEC/IEEE was used for the head-only measurements; a 
torso model, in the form of a liquid-filled tank was used for the torso measurements.  
Comparisons of the analytical values with the measured values show agreement within 
20%.  The SAR computations were made with 1, 2, 3, and 4 occupants in the vehicle.  
The radios operated at 3.3 W peak power.  The whole-body-averaged SAR was found to 
be below 0.004 W/kg and the peak spatial-average SAR below 0.03 W/kg.  SAR maxima 
in an automobile from 4 different model vehicle radios, and the maxima associated with 
one motorcycle-mounted radio were also investigated.  The overall conclusions of the 
study are as follows: the measured and predicted SAR data agree well, and agree with 
existing SAR data for radios tested; exposure levels from vehicle antennas are negligible 
with respect to contemporary exposure guidelines at all driver/passenger locations; 
significant exposure inside a vehicle or on a motorcycle is associated with the officer's 
own radio and; the localised SAR in a vehicle is essentially the same as the exposure 
from the radio outside the vehicle. 

In response to a question from Johnston, Chadwick said that the radios have not yet been 
tested in a train cab but he would not expect the conclusions of such a study to be 
different from the automobile study.  He noted that the results from the study will be 
published.  In response to a question from Bodemann, Chadwick explained that because 
of the higher frequencies at which they operate, he would expect the results inside a 
vehicle to be even lower for GSM mobile phones because of the smaller chance for 
resonance effects.   

• Elliot—“RF research: Present knowledge and MTHR proposals for future 
research.”  (See Attachment 6.)  

Elliot presented an overview of the Mobile Telephone Health Program (MTHR-1).  He 
noted that the program, recommended by the Independent Expert Group on Mobile 
Phones (IGEMP) in 2000, is funded by government and industry.  Total funding is 
£8.8 M (£7.4 M plus “adjunct” funds of £1.4 M), all funds are committed, 28 projects are 
funded, first projects started in Dec 2001 and 21 have been completed.  Of the 5 
epidemiology studies, 3 have been completed but the analysis and publication may still 
be ongoing.  Also, 7 of the 8 human volunteer studies, 2 of the 3 mechanism studies, 7 of 
the 9 exposure assessment/dosimetry studies, and 2 of the 3 support studies have been 
completed.   

The overall conclusions of the epidemiology brain tumor studies completed to date are as 
follows: no evidence of an association between incidence and phone use less than 
10 years; some evidence of an association for phone use greater than 10 years but it is not 
clear if the effect is real or if the effect is associated with bias or chance.  The results of 
replication of positive studies reported in the literature, e.g., gene expression, Ca efflux, 
animal studies, were negative i.e., effects were not found.   

Elliot described the MTHR-2 project which is designed to fill research gaps that have not 
been filled by MTHR-1 and other studies.  For example, there is still some uncertainty 
associated with the epidemiology studies, e.g., the latency of acoustic neuroma and other 
tumors is greater than 10 years while most subject’s exposure was less than 10 years.  
Also little research has been done on children, who are known to be more sensitive than 
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adults to some specific agents. The project includes an epidemiology study looking for 
associations between mobile phone use and “soft outcomes,” e.g., childhood illnesses etc.  
Also included is an in vivo study of age-dependent effects associated with long-term RF 
exposure on well-characterised cognitive and behavioural tasks, and an extension of the 
base station study to TETRA signals.  A goal is to put the results into a context that is 
useful for communicating with the public.  

Elliot also discussed the international cohort study on mobile phone use and health 
“COSMOS.”  He noted that the intent is to characterise exposure to mobile phone use, 
establish and follow more than 200,000 mobile phone users aged 18 and older, and look 
at long-term use in terms of changes in symptoms, mortality, cancer incidence, and other 
health outcomes.  Denmark, Finland, Sweden and the UK are participating.  The health 
outcomes that are being monitored are cranial, salivary gland, and eye and skin tumors, 
leukaemia, multiple sclerosis, motor neurone disease, Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s 
disease, cerebro-vascular disease, health-related quality of life effects, e.g., sleep 
disorder, headache, tinnitus, and depression.  Monitoring will be carried out via cancer 
registers, hospital discharge registers, national registers, mortality registers, and a 
repeated questionnaire administered over the 4 years of the study. 

In response to a question from Johnston, Elliot indicated that funding does not include the 
collecting of biological samples.  In response to a question from Lang, Elliot explained 
that the cost over a 25 year period depends on a number of factors unknown at this time.  
Meltz noted that the first part of the study seems to support the lack of prior substantiated 
effects.  He then asked how the mobile phone use patterns of the subjects are determined, 
e.g., held next to the head, Blue Tooth, text messaging, etc.  Elliot explained that the 
network operator downloads will separate the various uses.  Meltz cautioned that 
genomic and proteonomics studies may be problematic regarding interpretation.  Collins 
noted that the Germans appear to have elected to participate in the study—Elliot 
responded that the response rate has been low and there are legal and other issues.  
Collins also noted that the subject’s age and sex are included in the Nordic studies but not 
in the UK studies.  Elliot explained that age and sex in the UK studies will have to be 
estimated by usage patterns.  In response to a question from Bodemann regarding 
statistical power, Elliot explained that a 15 – 20% excess of rare diseases should be 
achievable.   

• Inns—“The UK MoD Research Program into RF Bio effects.” (See Attachment 7.)  

Inns spoke about a study to investigate effects associated with ultra wideband, fast rise-
time, high peak power, low average power pulsed RF (at 1.6 GHz).  Specifically, this 
investigation is to determine whether contemporary safety guidelines based on thermal 
loading are appropriate and to better understand the interaction of RF with biological 
systems.  Ongoing research includes in vitro studies, neuro-electrophysiology of 
hippocampal slice cells, and human cognition studies.  The gene micro-array, now an 
established technique, will be used to investigate whether biological effects other than 
heating are produced.  The method consists of a glass slide covered in gene specific 
probes onto which the sequences from thousands of genes are attached at fixed locations.  
Control and test slides are compared for changes in brightness—an indication of up and 
down regulation of genes.  The changes can be related to protein expression and 
consequently to disease states. 

Inns described a recently designed wideband exposure system for brain slice recording.  
Specifically, the system consists of a tissue chamber filled with matching dielectric 
medium and dielectric lens to maintain pulse shape and provide better transmission of 
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fast pulses.  The E-field is oriented parallel to the medium to maximize coupling.  He 
pointed out that the system reduces the potential for artifact associated with the sampling 
electrode heating.  Thermal imaging allows continuous dosimetry of the slice—results 
show RF heating in electrodes at high SARs, which has been confirmed by numerical 
simulations.  While these data indicate earlier findings are artifactual, the methodology 
provides a means to investigate heating effects on brain function and consequently the 
effect of pulses on brain slice activity.  

Inns noted that while some mobile phone studies show small but statistically significant 
effects on behavior, e.g., reaction time, there are no obvious effects on military personnel 
despite operation at the limit of the guidelines.  He noted, however, military personnel 
frequently operate under stressful conditions, e.g., lack of sleep, irregular meals and 
explained that such conditions could mask a more subtle effect and effects on operational 
performance should be investigated.  He said that a new Cognitive Study will address 
data gaps underpinning the guidelines.  Multiple frequency exposures, chronic exposures, 
and pulsed signals will be used.   

Meltz noted that he is doing similar work using 2.8 GHz pulsed-RF fields and will send 
Inns information on his work.   

• Tattersall—“Electrode-induced heating artifacts in brain slices exposed to 
radiofrequency fields.”  (See Attachment 8.) 

Tattersall explained that hippocampal slices have a well-defined physiology and 
pharmacology, and are a standard model in neuro-toxicology studies.  Moreover, the 
hippocampus is involved in known behaviours such as learning, memory, spatial 
awareness and epilepsy.  He pointed out that in an earlier study his group reported effects 
on evoked and spontaneous electrical activity in rat hippocampal slices following 700 
MHz exposures at 4.5mW/kg.  The purpose of this new study, which investigates the 
effect of the electrodes during stimulation with a simulated TETRA signal at 380 MHz 
and an SAR of 400 mW/kg, is to determine whether or not the earlier results were 
artifactual.  He noted that epileptiform activity ceases when the recording and/or 
stimulating electrodes are present during exposure.  He said the question is, “is this an 
electrode artifact due to electrode heating?”  The effects of the recording and stimulating 
electrodes were examined using thermal imaging cameras in conjunction with numerical 
modelling.  It was noted that by varying the angle of the electrode during neuro-
physiological recording and measuring the RF-induced heating, the effect of electrode 
angle on heating was confirmed.  Heating near the stimulating electrode was ≈ 0.2 – 
0.3°C at 380 and 700 MHz and at the lowest SAR; higher SAR resulted in increased 
heating at the sensor tip.  A miniature resistive heating element placed in the stimulating 
electrode was used to mimic the RF heating—the results on the population spike and the 
field excitatory postsynaptic potential was similar to that associated with RF exposure, 
i.e., the earlier results were artifactual.   

A new matched transmission line system was designed to mitigate the heating artifact.  
The system consists of a tissue chamber filled with a matching dielectric medium and 
dielectric lenses.  The E-field is oriented parallel to the medium to maximize coupling.  
With comparative field potentials in the old versus the new system; the threshold for 
artifacts in the new system is ≈ 0.01 – 0.1 W/kg at 380 MHz.  The lack of RF heating of 
the tip of the stimulus and recording electrodes, as measured by means of a thermal 
imaging camera, confirms that the earlier results were artifactual and associated with 
localized heating.  He noted that the results of this study will be published shortly; a 
description of the new exposure system will be published first.  In response to a question 
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from Ziskin, Tattersall said that the ΔT threshold is probably close to 5°C.  Ziskin asked 
Tattersall if he ever considered using a laser for heating—he said that he did but there 
were focal-plane and other issues.  D’Andrea congratulated Tattersall for tracking down 
the artifact and said that he wondered how many reported non-thermal effects could be 
related to localized micro-heating.   

• Bassen—“Measuring and computing exposures and induced currents from MRI 
pulsed gradient fields.”  (See Attachment 9.) 

Bassen’s presentation included a brief tutorial on MRI operation, safety issues and safety 
limits.  He explained that MRI produces high resolution 3D images of tissues containing 
water-molecules and provides a means for visualizing metabolic activity without the use 
of radioactive contrast agents.  He said that there are 30 million MRI procedures 
performed in U.S, annually.  He pointed out that MRI uses a strong DC field, between 0.2 
and 3 T, and an RF field, the frequency of which is proportional to the static magnetic 
field, e.g., the frequency of the RF signal of a 3 T system is 128 MHz.  He noted that 
while the results of SAR measurements have been published, small hotspots are difficult 
to quantify.  He explained that in addition to the static B-field and the RF field, intense, 
low-frequency, pulsed magnetic fields produced by gradient coils are used to provide a 
spatial gradient in the static fields.  He pointed out that the gradient fields are a potential 
safety issue because of the electric fields induced in the body, which can induce nerve 
stimulation in some patients undergoing MRI procedures.  

Bassen explained that safety concerns include high currents at sharp edges of metallic 
implants, which could result in RF heating.  He noted that imaging of patients with 
cardiac pacemakers and other implants is often prohibited, but manufacturers of many 
implanted medical devices are attempting to show that their devices are safe under MRI 
exposure.  He also discussed effects related to nerve stimulation pointing out that IEC 
standards limit dB/dt depending on the specific pulse waveform produced by the MRI 
procedure—generally dB/dt = 30 T/sec is considered a threshold for peripheral nerve 
stimulation.   

Bassen also discussed computer modeling of induced current at the tips of wires under 
MRI-type exposures.  He noted that the FDTD method and the impedance method are 
normally used; and the finite element method can be used with appropriate software.  He 
showed the results of some of the numerical simulations noting that the impedance 
method is efficient for ELF calculation and easy to implement.  He concluded by pointing 
out that gradient-induced fields near implanted wires is an important issue but little 
information available—measurements and computations can be carried out, however.  

• Keevil—“Electromagnetic Field Exposure and Biological Effects in Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging.”  (See Attachment 10.) 

Keevil’s presentation covered exposures of patients and staff during certain MRI 
procedures; the associated biological effects; the ICNIRP and ICES limits for MRI fields; 
and MRI exposures as a source of data in the development of basic restrictions and 
MPEs.  He began with a brief tutorial on the operation of MRI devices, noting that the 
exposure sources are the DC magnet, the gradient coils and the RF coils.  He noted that 
the static magnetic field is typically 0.2 – 3 T in clinical procedures and up to 9.4 T in 
research use.  The staff exposure can be slightly higher than the field strength specified 
for the patient; the induced current density associated with head movement near the bore 
of a 4 T magnet is ≈150-250 mA/m2. 
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Keevil noted some reported biological effects are associated with static B fields greater 
than 2 T.  These include vertigo, nausea and a metallic taste in the mouth—which could 
be associated with induced currents in the taste buds associated with the 
magnetohydrodynamic effect.  He also discussed biological effects associated with the 
gradient fields.  Reported effects include peripheral nerve stimulation of the patient.  He 
then compared the ICNIRP reference levels with the ICES MPEs for exposure to the 
static field, gradient fields and RF fields.  He pointed out that the ICNIRP reference 
levels and basic restrictions for the gradient fields are extrapolated from ELF without a 
scientific basis.  He noted that the ICES approach agrees with that taken by the MR 
community and adopted in IEC 60601-2-33 for patient safety.  He said that at ELF, both 
the ICNIRP and ICES basic restrictions and MPEs are based primarily on 
magnetophosphenes; other effects are plausible or possible but not established.  The 
ICNIRP MPEs increase with decreasing frequency at low frequencies whereas the ICES 
values are flat below 20 Hz.  He said that both sets of limits are problematic in terms of 
movement in the static magnetic field of an MRI scanner.  He also noted that the 1994 
ICNIRP recommendations include a static field limit of 2 T and a time-averaged limit of 
200 mT, which is based on the absence of evidence for effects up to 2 T.  It also refers to 
induced currents due to movement in the field, which is inconsistent with the ICNIRP 
1998 limits.  The corresponding 1.5 T ICES MPE, which is mainly based on the MRI 
data, contains additional factors that result in extremely low MPE values down to 0 Hz.  
He concluded that the IEEE basic restrictions in terms of in situ electric field are 
considered more rational, and while the ICES limits are far less problematic for MRI than 
those of ICNIRP in the low frequency range, they are in some cases worse in the ELF 
range, i.e., both should be re-examined. 

Bailey complimented Keevil on his presentation and pointed out why standard setting is 
not an academic exercise but has real-world implications.  Keevil noted that the issue in 
the EU is that the EC directive mandates compliance with the ICNIRP limits, which will 
preclude certain interventional MRI procedures.  ICNIRP is aware of this but apparently 
has no interest in real-world applications, i.e., limits are set without much thought on 
their impact.  He felt that risk-benefit considerations should be part of the standard setting 
process.  He added that ICNIRP is reviewing the static field and ELF limits but changes 
may not be approved for several years and still may not include risk-benefit 
considerations to address real-world applications.  In response to a question from Meltz, 
Keevil pointed out that work programs to mitigate indirect effects associated with certain 
intervention procedures have been considered but are unrealistic, e.g., limits on how fast 
the operator should move in the field.   

9. Reports from the Subcommittees 

a) SC-1—(Measurements and computation) 

Chairman Bassen reported that Subcommittee 1 met on Wednesday to discuss Draft 1.3 
of PC95.3.1 “Draft Recommended Practice for Measurement and Computation of 
Electric and Magnetic Fields with Respect to Human Exposure to Such Fields, 0 – 100 
kHz,” and plans for C95.3-2002.  He reviewed the list of action items that resulted from 
the meeting (see Attachment 11).  He explained that the subcommittee decided to initiate 
a reaffirmation ballot for C95.3-2002, and if successful a PAR eventually will be 
submitted for the revision of the standard but with the scope extended to cover the 
frequency range of 0 to 300 GHz.  C95.3.1 would then be incorporated into C95.3.  Once 
the revision of C95.3 is approved, C95.3.1 would be withdrawn.  If the reaffirmation does 
not succeed, a PAR will be submitted for the revision of C95.3-2002 in time for 
consideration at the December 2007 Standards Board meeting.   
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b) SC-2—(Warning signs/symbols, RF safety programs) 

Baron gave the Subcommittee 2 report.  He said that SC-2 met on Wednesday during 
which time the discussion focused on a user guide for C95.7-2005 (RF safety programs).  
The guide would contain practical examples of typical situations, to help explain the 
requirements of C95.7.  He said that there was interest in establishing a task group and 
holding a meeting to discuss the guide and assign action items so the work progresses.  
He pointed out that completion of the ICES website is important since it would be a place 
where SC-2 could post important documents, e.g., the OSHA letter that recognizes the 
RF warning signs contained in C95.2-1999 (R2005) “IEEE Standard for Radio-
Frequency Energy and Current Flow Symbols,” which differs from that found in the 
Department of Labor regulations.  He noted that there is still some interest in compiling a 
glossary of terms used in ELF and RF safety, portions of which have been compiled over 
the years.  He also noted that the subcommittee expressed interest in developing a 
standard for ELF safety programs. 

c) SC-3—(Safety limits, 0 Hz – 3 kHz) 

Co-Chairman Chadwick presented the Subcommittee 3 report.  He said that the 
subcommittee met on Thursday during which time the discussion focused on the question 
of the appropriate exposure metric that was raised by SC-1.  He noted that action has to 
be taken on C95.6-2002 before the end of the year, i.e., submit a PAR for revising the 
standard, reaffirm the standard or withdraw the standard.  He said that SC-2 voted to 
reaffirm the standard.  It would then be incorporated into the revision of C95.1-2005, 
whose scope would be extended to cover the frequency range of 0 to 300 GHz.  Once the 
revision of C95.1 is approved, C95.6 would be withdrawn.  This would resolve issues 
relating to the 3 kHz interface that now exists between the two standards.  He said that 
Co-Chairman Dovan agreed to chair a working group charged with developing an 
applications guide.  He pointed out that Ian Brooker, who graciously agreed to 
temporarily serve as SC-3 Secretary, stepped down and SC-3 is now without a secretary. 

d) SC-4—(Safety limits, 3 kHz – 300 GHz) 

Co-Chairman Thansandote gave the Subcommittee 4 report.  He said that SC-4 met 
yesterday (Thursday) from 1300 – 1700 h; the meeting was conducted by Co-chair 
Ziskin, 26 people were in attendance.  There was discussion on C95.1-2005.  Even 
though it wasn’t published until April 2006, it is considered a 2005 standard and action 
must be taken before 31 December 2010, i.e., reaffirm, revise or withdraw the standard.  
The decision was to move forward with Amendment 1 in order to resolve inconsistencies 
in the use of the terms “peak power density” and “localized exposure” that came to light 
during the review of the galley proofs but could not be resolved with non-substantive 
changes.  In addition, the amendment would address a number of other issues, mostly 
editorial, that were pointed out during a review by Harrington.  Thansandote reported that 
the press-release on C95.1-2005 is ready for submitting to the appropriate journals and 
magazines.  He said that a more detailed general interest draft is being prepared for 
publication in a magazine such at IEEE Microwave Magazine; and more technical draft is 
also being prepared that will be submitted to Health Physics.  Thansandote said that the 
SC-4 literature surveillance program and evaluation program were also discussed.  As a 
result of the discussion, a task group was formed to review the program and make any 
necessary recommendations.  There was also considerable discussion regarding the use of 
temperature or temperature increase as the basic restrictions at RF frequencies but no 
agreement was reached.  He also reported that the Matthias Meier, Project Team Leader 
of IEC TC 106 PT 62209 (assessment of SAR from hand-held and body-mounted 
wireless devices) formally asked ICES and ICNIRP for guidance on an issue that has to 
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be resolved in order for his group to move forward in completing IEC62209 Part 2 (body-
mounted devices).  Specifically, the issue is that computational studies indicate the SAR 
in the skin of an anatomical (heterogeneous) model can in some cases exceed the SAR in 
a homogeneous phantom.  Since hand-held and body-mounted mobile phones are 
certified using a homogeneous phantom, the question is whether or not a correction factor 
is necessary to account for the difference in order to ensure protection of the user’s skin.  
Following his presentation, which outlined the issue, Meier asked the following two 
questions: 

1. Is it necessary to apply a scaling factor to limit the skin SAR? 

2. Is experimental measurement in the homogenous phantom without incorporating 
a scaling factor adequate to protect the users? 

The questions were discussed by the subcommittee and straw polls taken with the 
following results:  Question 1 – No; Question 2 – Yes.  The outcomes were unanimous.  
Thansandote reported that there was considerable discussion on ultra-wideband (UWB) 
as used in UWB radar and UWB communications.  He said that there is some confusion 
over the terminology.  There was also discussion on new work at THz frequencies and an 
ad hoc group consisting of members of SC-4 and ANSI ASC Z136 (laser safety) is being 
formed to re-examine the science behind the safety limits at the interface between C95.1-
2005 and ANSI Z136.1-2007.    

e) SC-5—(RF safety – electric blasting caps) 

Co- Chair Needy reported that action has to be taken before 31 December 2007 on IEEE 
Std C95.4-2002, “IEEE Recommended Practice for Determining Safe Distances from 
Radio Frequency Transmitting Antennas When Using Electric Blasting Caps during 
Explosive Operations.”  He said that the standard is stable and the subcommittee 
recommended reaffirmation.  A reaffirmation ballot will be initiated early enough this 
year to allow time to submit a PAR for revision should the ballot fail. 

10. ICES Website 

Varanelli gave a progress report on the new ICES website.  He noted that its functionality is 
modeled after that of ANSI Z136, i.e., each ICES committee and subcommittee will have 
separate space with public and private pages.  Committee rosters, meeting minutes, 
announcements and links to other sites will be included.  ICES now owns the domain 
http://www.ices-emfsafety.org.  He said that he expects the website to be up and running by 
the summer. 

11. New Business 

Petersen said that he will follow-up with Bill Ash regarding the process for initiating 
reaffirmation ballots and pass the information on to the appropriate subcommittee chairs.   

12. Plans for Future Meetings 

Tentative dates for the next TC95 meeting are 27 November (Short Course on C95.1 and 
C95.7), 28 – 29 November (SC meetings), and 30 November (TC 95 meeting).  The venue is 
Irving/Dallas TX USA: Nokia graciously offered to host the meetings at their facility. 

13. Adjournment 

There being no further business, following a motion by Varanelli and a second by Johnston, 
the meeting was adjourned at 1545. 
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TC-95 Attendance 
MOA, London 

2 March 2007 
 

 
 LAST NAME FIRST NAME AFFILIATION COUNTRY STATUS EMAIL 

1.  Bailey William Exponent Inc US M wbailey@exponent.com 

2.  Baron David AIHA Representative US M d.baron@ieee.org 

3.  Bassen Howard FDA/CDRH US M howard.bassen@fda.hhs.gov 

4.  Bodemann Ralf Siemens AG DE M ralf.bodemann@siemens.com 

5.  Chadwick Philip EMFields Ltd UK M phil.chadwick@emfields.com 

6.  Chou C.K. Motorola, Inc. US M ck.chou@motorola.com 

7.  Collins John British Telecom UK O john.v.collins@bt.com 

8.  D'Andrea John Naval Health Res Center US M john.dandrea@navy.brooks.af.mil 

9.  Elliot Paul Imperial College, London UK O-IS  

10. Hand Jeffery Imperial College, London UK O  
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 LAST NAME FIRST NAME AFFILIATION COUNTRY STATUS EMAIL 

11. Inns Robert DSTL UK O-IS chins@dstl.gov.UK 

12. Johnston Sheila Independent Consultant UK M sajohnston@btclick.com 

13. Karpowicz Jolanta Cent Inst for Labor Protection PL O jokor@ciop.pl 

14. Keevil Stephen Guy’s  & St Thomas NHS Found.  UK O-IE  

15. Lang Sakari Nokia Corporation FI M sakari.lang@nokia.com 

16. Meltz Martin Dept of Radiation Oncology US M meltz@uthscsa.edu 

17. Murphy Michael Directed Energy Bioeffects US M michael.murphy@brooks.af.mil 

18. Needy Robert Naval Surface Warfare Center US M robert.needy@navy.mil 

19. Osepchuk John Full Spectrum Consulting US M j.m.osepchuk@ieee.org 

20. Packer Malcolm Harris, RF Communications US O mpacker@harris.com 

21. Petersen Ronald R C Petersen Associates US M r.c.petersen@ieee.org 

22. Ravazanni Paolo Italian Nat Research Council IT M paolo.ravazzani@polimi.it 

23. Tattersall John DSTL UK M jtattersall@dstl.gov.uk 
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 LAST NAME FIRST NAME AFFILIATION COUNTRY STATUS EMAIL 

24. Thansandote Art Health Canada CA M art_thansandote@hc-sc.gc.ca 

25. van Rongen Eric Health Council of the Netherlands NL M e.van.rongen@gr.nl 

26. Varanelli Arthur Raytheon Company US M a.g.varanelli@ieee.org 

27. Ziriax John Naval Health Res Center US O john.ziriax@brooks.af.mil 

28. Ziskin, MD Marvin Temple Univ. Med School US M ziskin@temple.edu 

 
M = Member 
O = Observer 
O-IS = Observer/Invited Speaker 
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Secretary’s Report

2 March 2007 Meeting
Mobile Operators Forum

London

R Petersen

ICESICES
International Committee on Electromagnetic Safety
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2 March 2007

ICES Standards: Status

New Standards:
C95.1-2005: (Safety levels – 3 kHz to 300 GHz) 

Approved: 3 October 2005

Appealed: November 2005
Claim: Bar set too high (standard based on established adverse health effects 
– does not recognize low-level effects that have not been confirmed) 

Appeal hearing: 28 March 2006 

Appeal decision: 27 April 2006 (Denied)

Published: 19 April 2006

Approved by American National Standards Institute BSR: 2 November 
2006
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2 March 2007

ICES Standards: Status

New Standards (Continued):
C95.7-2005: (RF Safety programs)

Approved: 22 September 2005

Published: 22 March 2006

PARs:
One active PAR – C95.3.1 (measurements and computations, 0 to 100 kHz)
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2 March 2007

ICES Standards: Status

Standards requiring action in 2007:
C95.3-2002: (RF measurements and computation: 100 kHz to 300 GHz)

Standard is dated-suggest submitting PAR for revision

C95.4-2002: (Safe distance from antennas during blasting operations)

Stable – recommend reaffirmation

C95.6-2002: (Safety levels – 0 to 3 kHz)

Recommend reaffirmation.  If reaffirmed, submit PAR for new 
standard which would include revisions of C95.1 and C95.6 and 
would over the 0 Hz to 300 GHz frequency range

1460-1996: (Guide for measurement of quasi-static electric and 
magnetic fields)

Incorporate into annexes of C95.3.1 (RF measurements and computation: 
0 Hz to 100 kHz) and withdraw

ATTACHMENT 2



2 March 2007

ICES –Administrative

Policies and Procedures:
Submitted to SASB Audit Committee, June 2006

Defines new organizational structure

Based on “Model Procedures” but with deviations

Undergoing review by SASB AudCom

Annual Report (2005-2006)
Accepted by SASB at June meeting

ATTACHMENT 2



2 March 2007

Liaisons: IEC TC106

““Standards for the Assessment of Human Exposure    Standards for the Assessment of Human Exposure    
to Electric, Magnetic, and Electromagnetic Fields,to Electric, Magnetic, and Electromagnetic Fields,
0 Hz to 300 GHz0 Hz to 300 GHz””

Category Category ““DD”” Liaison with PT 62209 (certification of Liaison with PT 62209 (certification of 
handhand--held mobile phones)held mobile phones)

Attempts to obtain dual logo status (IEEE C95.3Attempts to obtain dual logo status (IEEE C95.3--2002) 2002) 
unsuccessful unsuccessful 
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2 March 2007

Leadership

Petersen will step down as ICES Chairman effective Petersen will step down as ICES Chairman effective 
upon approval of Ralf Bodemann as new ICES upon approval of Ralf Bodemann as new ICES 
Chairman (at 22 March 2007 SASB Meeting)Chairman (at 22 March 2007 SASB Meeting)

Kenneth GettmanKenneth Gettman——National Electrical Manufacturers  National Electrical Manufacturers  
Association (NEMA), Roslyn, VAAssociation (NEMA), Roslyn, VA——will replace Ralf will replace Ralf 
Bodemann as ICES ViceBodemann as ICES Vice--chairmanchairman

Petersen agreed to replace Eleanor Adair as ICES Petersen agreed to replace Eleanor Adair as ICES 
Executive Secretary (at least for the time being) Executive Secretary (at least for the time being) 
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ICESICES
International Committee on Electromagnetic Safety

Membership 
Committee Chair
Dr. Sheila Johnston
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LONDON 02-03 2007 ICES Membership Chair
sajohnston@btclick.com
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ICES TC-95 
Active members 116

26 Countries represented
63 Members from USA
53 Members outside USA
10 Women 

Goals: Expert Members – WW-
Russia, South America, Europe, Female



LONDON 02-03 2007 ICES Membership Chair
sajohnston@btclick.com
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• ALL WELCOME to participate in 
deliberations of ICES - the Parent 
Committee.

To Apply for VOTING membership on 
ICES, send request & brief CV to: 

Dr. Sheila Johnston
ICES Membership Committee Chair

sajohnston@btclick.com

HOW TO JOIN ICES?
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ICES Chairman: Ralf Bodemann ralf.bodemann@siemens.com
ICES Vice Chairman:  Ken Gettman ken_gettman@nema.org
Past Chairman/Exec Secretary:Ronald Petersen r.c.petersen@ieee.org
Chairman Emeritus: John Osepchuk jmosepchuk@cs.com
Chairman TC34: TBA
Chairman TC 95: TBA
Treasurer: Arthur Varanelli a.g.varanelli@ieee.org
Membership: Sheila Johnston sajohnston@btclick.com
International Liaison: Michael Murphy 
michael.murphy@brooks.af.mil
IEEE Staff: William Ash w.ash@ieee.org

The ICES Executive Committee

mailto:ken_gettman@nema.org
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Congratulations
2 new ICES members
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MALCOLM J. PACKER  MSc E Eng
HARRIS CORPORATION,
RF Communications Division, Rochester NY
Electromagnetic Scientist 
1680 University Avenue Rochester, 
New York, 14610 
Tel: 1-585-242-3078,
Fax: 1-585-242-3955
MPacker@harris.com

New ICES Member
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Ken Gettman 
New Vice Chair ICES
National Standards, 
Director International Standards,
National Electrical Manufacturers Association [NEMA]
National Secretary for IEC
Member IEEE &IEEE Standards Assoc.
Voice: (703)841-3254
Fax: (703)841-3354
Email: ken_gettman@nema.org

New ICES Member
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Prof Heidi Danker-Hopfe
Charite Univeristy Medicine Berlin,
Chair Sleep Research, Berlin Germany
Heidi.danker-hopfe@charite.de

Dr Jill McQuade,
Brooks Air Force Base 
San Antonio Texas USA
Jill.McQuade @brooks.af.mil

Dr Pat Roach, USA
TETRA (AdHoc Committee)

Interested to be Members 

mailto:Heidi.danker-hopfe@charite.de
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To apply for VOTING membership
on ICES, 

Send Request & Your Resume to: 
Dr. Sheila Johnston

ICES Membership Committee Chair
sajohnston@btclick.com

Want to be a New ICES Member ?



Michael R. Murphy, PhD
Air Force Research Laboratory

ICES
International Liaison Report

London, United Kingdom
2 March 2006
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News from BEMS:  Cancun 2006 (1)

• On the whole, a very good meeting
– 340 registrants
– Made $$ for the society
– Excellent venue

• Highpoint:  C-K Chou receives D’Arsonval Award 

• Lowpoint:  Blank Expressions on 
the “Precautionary Principle”

– + Cindy Sage & Michael Kundi

• Adjacent Meetings
– ICES SC4 and 34
– Air Force Workshop – BBB
– Non-Lethal Interventions III



News from BEMS:  Cancun 2006 (2)
• Reemerging focus area:  Medical application of RF

– New focus on very short, high intensity pulses
– Sparked by merger with ElectroMed 

• Emerging interest area – “Non-Lethal Interventions”
– Primary oriented toward electrical stimulation

• New Officers;
– President Elect: Eva Czerska, FDA
– Treasurer: Vijayalzxmi
– Board-Bio: J. L. Carson (oncology)
– Board-Bio: Joachim Schuz (epi)
– Board – Eng:  Dariusz Leszczynski
– Board – At Large:  Nam Kim (EE)
– Journal Editor: James Lin



NEWS FROM BEMS:  
Winter Board Meeting

Dr. Eleanor Adair 
receives the 
D’Arsonval Award!!!!!

News item from 1995:
Eleanor Adair starts new lab:



BEMS – 2007

Kanazawa, Japan  10-15 June 2007
Technical Program Chair:  Richard 
Nuccitelli.

Kenrokuen Garden

Meeting venue
Kanazawa Castle

Kenrokuen Garden



BEMS – Future Plans (2)

• 2008: United States  
– San Diego, CA 

• 2009:  Europe
– World Congress with EBEA
– Slovenia?  Prague?

Tycho Brahe,
PragueLake Bled,

Slovenia



European BioElectromagnetics Association (EBEA)  
Congress. 10-13 April 2007, University of Bordeaux, 
France http://www.ebea.org

Workshop on Technical and Regulatory Aspects of the 
Effects of Non-Ionizing Electromagnetic Emissions, 
16 April 2007 San Salvador, El Salvador

Joint Workshop on EMF Risk Communication: 
Effective communication in the context of uncertainty
2-4 May 2007, Stresa, Italy

Some Major 2007 EMF Conferences

http://www.ebea.org/


Electromagnetic Fields, Bioeffects Research, Medical 
Applications, and Standards and Short Course on EMF 
Safety Management, 4-8 June 2007, Kuala Lumpur, 
Malaysia

BEMS:  10-15 June 3007, Kanazawa, Japan 

11th Mediterranean Conference on Medical and 
Biological  Engineering and Computing, 26-30 June 
2007,  Ljubljana, Slovenia

14th Annual Michaelson Research Conference, 3-6 Aug.,
2007, Portsmouth, New Hampshire
E-mail:  MRC.glickman@sbcglobal.net

Some Major 2007 EMF Conferences

mailto:MRC.glickman@sbcglobal.net


International Conference on EMFs, Health and Environment
10-12 September, 2007.  Wroclaw, Poland

South African Mobile Phone Symposium. Oct 7 - 9 2007, 
Johannesburg, South Africa
email: dariusz.leszczynski@stuk.fi

Some Major 2007 EMF Conferences

mailto:%20dariusz.leszczynski@stuk.fi


Presentations (1)
• Project to Assess SAR from TETRA Radios

Phillip Chadwick

• RF Research:  Present Knowledge and MTHNR
Proposals for Future Research

Paul Elliott

• The UK MoD Research Programme into RF Bioeffects
Bob Inns



• Electrode-Induced Heating Artifacts in Brain Slices 
Exposed to Radiofrequency Fields

John Tattersall

• Measuring and Computing Exposures and Induced 
Currents from MRI Pulses Gradient Fields

Howard Bassen

• Standards Issues Relating to Pulsed and Transient Fields
Typical of MRI Exposures

Stephen Keevil

Presentations (2)



RF exposures from TETRA radios on 
and in Vehicles 

Philip Chadwick

ATTACHMENT 5



Background
Roll-out of 380 MHz TETRA digital emergency 
services radio in UK 
MCL programme of measurements of head and 
body exposures from  radios
Residual questions about SARs from accessories 
and cables.
Extended to cover assessment of exposures in 
vehicles
Funded by UK Home Office



Measurement of head SARs

according to CENELEC/IEC  
standards



Body SARs



Background
• Existing information on TETRA head & 

body SAR  from PITO/HO research 
programme

• This project looks at vehicle radios & 
personal radios used in cars and on 
motorbikes, and possibility of additivity of 
exposure

• Measurement  & computation
• 2 cars & 1 motorcycle



In situ SAR measurements



Motorcycle man





Validation by measurement
• Same head as specified by CENELEC/IEC
• Same body manufactured as a torso tank
• Head & body SAR data can be compared directly
• Agreement is better than 20 % for a TETRA radio
• SARs in a flat(ish) section compare well with 

prediction for a dipole.  



SAR measured vs computation



SAR computations

• 1, 2, 3 or 4 people in the cars
• 1 person on motorcycle
• 3.3 W (peak) vehicle radios
• 1 W (peak) lapel or belt-mounted 

personal radios
• With and without stab-proof vest



Calculated SARs from 
vehicle radios

• Whole-body SARs are below 0.004 W kg-1

• Localised SARs are below 0.03 W kg-1

Vehicle radio operation does not give rise to 
significant exposure 



Localised SAR maxima from 
vehicle radios



10 g average SARs from 
personal radios

• Approximately 0.4 W kg-1 from belt radio
• Approximately 0.2 W kg-1 from lapel radio
• These values are consistent with measured 

values outside vehicles 
• Vehicle radio does not affect localised SAR
• Other personal radios do not materially 

affect localised SAR



Measurements



Measurements made



Results
• 0.3 - 0.45 W kg-1 from belt radio
• 0.16 - 0.25 W kg-1 from lapel radio
• SAR from vehicle radio not measurable
• Other users' radios have immeasurable 

effect
• Measured SARs are very similar to 

expectation; unaffected by vehicle structure 
or “passengers”



Motorcycle man SAR from 
vehicle antenna



Conclusions
• Measured and predicted SAR data agree well, and 

agree with existing SAR data for MTP700 radios.
• Exposure levels from vehicle antennas are 

negligible with respect to exposure guidelines at all 
driver/passenger locations

• Significant exposure inside a vehicle or on a 
motorcycle comes only from an officer's own radio

• Localised SAR is essentially the same as the 
exposure from the radio outside the vehicle



Imperial College
London

Mobile Phones and Health:
Scope and results of MTHR-1 programme
Proposals for future research in MTHR-2

Paul Elliott
Professor of Epidemiology and 
Public Health Medicine

ATTACHMENT 6



Outline

• Overview of MTHR-1

• Dissemination

• Findings to date

• MTHR-2

• International cohort study of Mobile Phone 
users (COSMOS)



Overview of MTHR Programme

• Funded jointly by Government and Industry 
following recommendations of IEGMP (2000) 
(Stewart report)

• £8.8 M (£7.4 M plus “adjunct” funds of £1.4 M)

• Funds all committed  

• 28 projects funded

• First projects started in Dec 2001

• 21 completed



Dissemination of Findings

• 17 peer-reviewed papers published or in press

• 5 more submitted and being reviewed

• Several more close to being submitted

• 44 conference papers or abstracts

• 5 others (reviews/reports/book chapters)

• Public report summarising results of the 
programme to be published later this year



MTHR and adjunct projects

• Epidemiology (5; 3 completed)

• Human volunteer Studies (8;7 completed)

• Mechanistic (3; 2 completed)

• Exposure and dosimetry (9; 7 completed)

• Support Studies (3; 2 completed)

NB “Completed”= contract finished
Analysis and publication process may still be ongoing 



Epidemiology
• A case-control study of risk of brain tumours & acoustic 

neuroma in relation to use of mobile phones: south-east 
England: A. Swerdlow (Interphone)

• UK Case Control Study of Adult brain Tumours:
P.A. McKinney (Interphone)

• Cohort study of mobile phone users (pilot study):
P. Elliott

• A case-control study of risk of leukaemia in relation to 
use of mobile phones: A. Swerdlow (March 2008)

• Case-control study of cancer incidence in early 
childhood and proximity to mobile phone base stations: 
P. Elliott (June 2007)



Epidemiology (handsets)

– Case-control investigations on brain tumours -
16 European Interphone studies. 

– Publication of the pooled results of all 16 
studies is expected towards the end of 2007.

– Pooled results of 6 studies (including both the 
UK studies): published in 2005 (Schoemaker et 
al 2005). 

– Studies included 678 cases of acoustic neuroma



Schoemaker et al 2005

• No association with phone exposure for use 
<10 years.

• “Risk of a tumour on the same side of the 
head as reported phone use was raised for 
use for 10 years or longer (OR=1.8; 95% 
CI:1.1-3.1).”

• “An increase in risk after longer term use or 
after a longer lag period could not be ruled 
out.”



Human Volunteer studies (handsets)
• The effects of mobile phone radiation on blood 

pressure: A. Barker

• Mobile cellular communication and cognitive 
functioning: R. Russo

• Detection of effects of microwave radiation on the 
electrical activity of the brain: S. Butler

• Study to evaluate the effects of mobile telephone 
usage on labyrinthine function: L. Luxon

• The effect of mobile phone use on symptoms & 
neuroendocrine function in normal and 
hypersensitive individuals: S. Wessely



Human Volunteer studies (handsets)

• No effects seen in any of the studies

• Results of 2 studies published in peer-
reviewed journals, and a further 2 
submitted.

• Butler et al study: manuscript completed. 



Human Volunteer studies (base stations)

• Hypersensitivity symptoms associated with 
electromagnetic field exposure (GSM and 
3G signals): E. Fox. (Dec 2006)

• Results expected this year



Human Volunteer studies

• Conversations in Cars: A. Parkes
– 3 conference reports
– TRL Report to be published

• Communicating uncertainty: mobile 
telecommunication health risks :J. Barnett
– 2 peer-reviewed papers and several conference 

reports



Mechanistic studies
• The effects of radiofrequency radiation on brain 

physiology and function: Z. Sienkiewicz
– No effect of RF on behaviour, neurophysiology or gene 

expression in mice
– 3 conference reports; journal manuscript in preparation

• The effect of pulsed radiofrequency electromagnetic 
fields on redox signalling and calcium homeostasis: M. 
Bootman
– No effects of RF on calcium signalling
– Journal manuscript in preparation

• Cellular and sub-cellular effects of microwave radiation 
in the simple model nematode: D. de Pomerai
– Gene expression no longer attributable to a non-thermal 

mechanism
– 1 peer-reviewed paper



Exposure and Dosimetry
• Measurement of the dielectric properties of 

biological tissue in vivo at microwave frequencies: 
C. Gabriel
– 3 conference reports; 1 peer-reviewed paper on technique
– Manuscript on results in preparation.

• Interaction of emerging mobile telecommunication 
systems with the human body: S. Porter
– 5 conference reports

• Traceability for MTHR Research Programme 
(measurement of RF from commercial mobile 
phones): B. Clarke
– 3 conference reports 

• Assessment of specific energy absorption rate (SAR) 
in the head from TETRA handsets: P. Dimbylow
– 1 peer-reviewed paper



Exposure and Dosimetry
• SAR testing of hands-free mobile phones: S. Porter

– 2 conference reports 

• International EMF Dosimetry Project: P. Chadwick 

• Measurement of the power density of radio waves 
in the vicinity of microcell and picocell base 
stations: S. Mann
– 1 peer-reviewed paper

• Non-linear and demodulation mechanisms in 
biological tissue: P. Excell (July 2007)

• Evaluation of Personal Exposure Meters: S. Mann
– 1 conference report



Summary
• No evidence for short term effects from handsets

• Base station studies (GSM and 3G) nearing 
completion. 

• Epidemiological studies of brain tumours
– no association between incidence and phone use < 10 

years
– some evidence of association for phone use > 10years
– real effect or bias? (why is bias only apparent after >10 

years?)

• Replication studies of biological effects reported 
earlier (gene expression, Ca efflux etc)
– no effects seen



MTHR2

MTHR1, plus work elsewhere, has answered 
many questions

…………..But gaps remain



Gaps

• Epidemiological studies leave some 
uncertainty. Also latency of cancers >10 
years; most people’s exposure <10 years     

INTERNATIONAL COHORT STUDY

• Very little work done on children. Known to 
be more sensitive than adults to many other 
effects (pollution, U.V. ionising radiation, 
magnetic fields at mains frequency?)

• Both are top WHO priority areas



Studies of Children

• Epidemiological cohort study looking for 
associations between mobile phone use and 
“soft outcomes” (childhood illnesses etc) 

• Animal study of age-dependent effects of 
long-term RF exposure on well-
characterised cognitive and behavioural 
tasks 



Other Gaps
• Extension of base station study to TETRA signals (Home 

Office)

• Long-term exposures from base stations- epidemiological 
studies?? 
– Personal exposure meter

• How to explain/put in context research results to the public? 
Can one reduce conflict over mast siting?

• How does one explain dangers from driving, can the 
distracting effects be reduced by better design? 

• Microdosimetry to see if anomalously large E-fields are 
present  

• Studies of gene expression from blood samples taken during 
RF exposure

• Horizon scanning –technology continues to change



International cohort study 
on mobile phone use and 

health
‘COSMOS’

Imperial College
London

Imperial College London



International consortium

Denmark
Joachim Schuz

Christoffer Johansen

Finland
Anssi Auvinen

Sweden
Anders Ahlbom

Lena Hillert

UK
Paul Elliott

Mireille Toledano



Why is it important to carry 
out this study?

• Prospective assessment of mobile phone use (less 
susceptible to bias)

• Can study many diseases: brain tumours, neuro-
degenerative diseases (Parkinson’s, Alzheimer’s ..) 
etc.

• Evaluation of long-term use
• Capture changes in use and technologies over time
• Resource for rapid evaluation of future concerns as 

they may arise



Aims
• To establish an international cohort of 

200,000+ mobile phone users aged 18+

• To characterise exposure to mobile phone use 

• To follow cohort long-term (25+ years) in 
terms of change in symptoms, mortality, 
cancer incidence, and other health outcomes



Where and how will the international cohort be established?

International cohort 
200,000+

Random sample of
subscribers from major 
network operator lists

Mail out questionnaire
on phone use & symptoms

15-50% response rate

4 national cohorts

Finland
10k

UK
90k

Sweden
40-50k

Denmark
50-60k

Where and how will the international cohort be established?

International cohort 
200,000+

Random sample of
subscribers from major 
network operator lists

Mail out questionnaire
on phone use & symptoms

15-50% response rate

4 national cohorts

Finland
10k

UK
90k

Sweden
40-50k

Denmark
50-60k

Finland
10k

UK
90k

Sweden
40-50k

Sweden
40-50k

Denmark
50-60k

Denmark
50-60k



Funding by country
• Denmark:

– Funded by Danish Strategic Research Council

• UK:
– Funded by MTHR-2 (subject to contract)

• Sweden:
– Funded by Swedish Research Council together 

with matched funds from industry 

• Finland:
– University funding for small cohort 



Pilot studies
• UK, Sweden, Denmark – pilots complete 

– included operator traffic data
– piloting of different cohort selection methods 

– piloting of prototype questionnaires 

• Finland - pilot study ongoing
– including in-depth piloting of prototype 

questionnaire (3,000 subscribers)



How will ‘exposure’
(mobile phone use) be assessed?

• Baseline 

– Initial questionnaire e.g. historical use, principal 
user, laterality, hands-free use, Wi-fi and data 
uses etc

– Network operator information e.g. data on 
incoming and outgoing calls for 3 months, SMS, 
data downloads 



How will ‘exposure’
(mobile phone use) be assessed?

• Changes to Mobile Phone use over time 

– Annual download of 3-month traffic data 
from network operators

– Repeat questionnaire (year 4 of study)



Operator assistance by country
• Denmark:

– Signed contracts with operators covering ~90% of market for 
subscriber sample stratified by use, age and sex and to obtain 
traffic data

• UK:
– Operator support covering ~80% of market for subscriber sample 

stratified by use and to obtain traffic data – initiation of legal 
discussions

• Sweden: 
– Contracts with operators shortly to be signed covering ~90% of 

market for subscriber sample stratified by use and age and to 
obtain traffic data 

• Finland:
– Agreement for subscriber sample stratified by use for pilot study 



What health outcomes will be followed up and how?

HEALTH OUTCOME MAIN SOURCES OF INFO

CANCERS
Brain & acoustic neuroma

Leukaemias

Salivary gland

Eye and skin

Cancer registers
Hospital discharge registers

NEUROLOGICAL DISEASE
Multiple sclerosis (MS)

Motor neurone disease

Alzheimer’s & Parkinson’s disease
Cerebro-vascular disease

National registers
Mortality registers

Hospital discharge registers

SPECIFIC SYMPTOMS

Health-related quality of life, sleep disorder, 
headache, tinnitus, depression

Questionnaire 
baseline & repeat 

(using validated indices)



Initial years of cohort study -- deliverables: what and when?
Year

Objective            
2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Exposure workshop Jan X X X .. ..
Distribution of 
questionnaires

Q1 

Feb-
April

X

Analysis of 5-year 
follow up & report

X

Feb-
April

Feb-
April

X

Pre-test (P-T) X

Cohort established X
Annual download of 
operator 3-month 
traffic data

P-T
Sep-
Nov

Feb-
April

Feb-
April

Feb-
April

Distribution of repeat 
questionnaire on MT 
use & symptoms
Analysis of symptom 
data & report



The UK MoD Research 
Programme into RF Bio Effects 

March 2007

Robert Inns

Biomedical Sciences

Dstl/CP22027
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Background
• Biomedical Sciences, Porton Down
• Historically

– Mechanisms and antidote research to CWA
– Neuropharmacology and toxicology

• Remit to investigate new pulsed signals
– Ultra wide band
– Fast rise times
– High PRF

• High peak powers but low average powers
• Are existing safety guidelines appropriate?

– Based on thermal loading



© Dstl 2006

14 August 2007
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Ministry of Defence

Aim – improve underpinning data

• Current RF safety guidelines are based on established 
heating effects

– designed to keep the body within heat loadings where the 
natural thermo regulatory mechanisms can maintain the normal 
body temperature.

• UK MoD commitment to Duty of Care
– to better understand the interaction of RF with the human body 

– provide data to help underpin and formulate RF safety 
guidelines

– military pulses are not addressed by civilian research or 
standards. 
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Current Activities
• International Research Collaboration

• In vitro cells

• Neuro electrophysiology

• Human cognitive study

• Key International Meetings
– BEMS

– EBEA

– COST 281

– WHO / ICNIRP
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In vitro cell exposure
Internal view of exposure 
chamber

Perspex incubator with cell 
culture flasks
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Gene Microarray
• Does RF produce biological effects other than heating?

• Determine if RF fields can affect disease progression 
pathways

• Microarray now an established technique

• Reliable gene counts for human genome vary:
– Initial estimates were as high as 100,000

– Most gene-prediction programs indicate that there are <30,000 
protein-coding genes

– One latest reliable estimate suggests 25,947

– C. elegans (a roundworm) has about 20,000 genes
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Microarrays
• Tool for analysing gene expression

• Comprises a glass slide covered in gene 
specific probes onto which the sequences 
from thousands of genes are attached at 
fixed locations

• Compare control and test slides for 
changes in brightness = up and down 
regulation

• Relate these to protein expression and 
consequently to disease states



© Dstl 2006
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Planned activities
Review RF exposures Select microarrays Select cell types

RF exposures

Gene 
expression 

analysis
Effect

RT PCR

No effect

IRC Open literature

Report

IRC
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Planned activities: Short term
• Assess the suitability of available human DNA microarray 

systems
– Operon Biotechnologies – Oparray Human V4.0

• Identify cells most relevant for study
– Immune cells and nerve cells

• Lymphocytes
• Normal v transformed

• Identify militarily relevant exposures. 
– Input from IRC 

– 1.6 GHz pulsed
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Electrophysiology - brain slices 
Effects on simple evoked responses - Tattersall et al, Brain Research 2001
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Brain slice: new exposure system

• Wide frequency range

• Filled with matched dielectric
– Reduced reflection and loss

• Dielectric lenses to maintain 
pulse shape

– Better transmission of fast 
pulses

• E-field parallel to slice
– Better coupling to slices

– Reduced potential for 
electrode artefacts
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Brain slice - Summary
• Thermal imaging

– thermal imaging allows physical dosimetry in the slice

– first direct measurements of RF-induced heating in electrodes at 
high SARs

• Modelling
– enhanced modelling confirms measurements, good agreement

• Data indicates earlier findings are artefactual

• BUT this methodology will enable us to link heat effects 
with brain function – which is the basis of the existing 
safety guidelines

• Effect of pulses on brain slice activity
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Human Cognitive Study

• Mobile phone studies indicated small but statistically 
significant effects on behaviour e.g. reaction time

• No obvious effect on military personnel despite operation 
at the limit of the guidelines

• BUT these personnel operate in high demand situations
– Lack of sleep, irregular food intake

• May mask a more subtle effect

• If so, does this affect operational performance?
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Recent Cognitive Study
• Cross checking test battery

• 24 tests

• 27, 75, 440, 1206 MHz

• N= 50

• No robust effect
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Cognitive Study 2

• Address a key issue
– Data gaps - underpinning the guidelines?

• Multiple frequency exposures?

• Chronic exposures?

• Pulsed signals?

• Bowman family of radios
– Digitised

– Reradiate

• Review



Electrode-induced heating 
artifacts in brain slices 
exposed to radiofrequency 
fields

John Tattersall, Biomedical Sciences 
Depratment, Dstl Porton Down
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Introduction
• Exposure to 700MHz (4.5mW.kg-1) reported to affect 

evoked and spontaneous electrical activity in rat 
hippocampal slices (Tattersall et al., 2001)

• Possibility of artifacts?
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Hippocampal slice preparation

• Well-defined physiology and 
pharmacology

• Standard model for neurotoxicology

• Hippocampus is involved in known 
behaviours

– e.g. learning, memory, spatial awareness, 
epilepsy

• Transmission line RF exposure 
system - wide frequency range
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Effect on evoked potentials
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Higher SAR, epileptiform activity

10 min

2mV

K+, 10mM TETRA 380MHz
400mW.kg-1
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Effect of electrodes
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• TETRA signal,         
SAR = 400mW.kg-1

• Epileptiform activity 
abolished if recording 
and/or stimulating 
electrodes are present 
during exposure

• Electrode artifact: 
heating?
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Temperature measurements
• Thermal imaging camera

• Heating measured in 
stimulating and recording 
electrodes

• Confirmed by improved 
modelling
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Effect of electrode angle on heating
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Heating near stimulating electrode
Maximum temperature

1 10 100 1000
0
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Miniature resistive heating element

Calibration:
slice perfused at 31°C
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Heating near stimulating electrode
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Heating near recording electrode
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New exposure system

• Filled with matched dielectric

• Dielectric lenses to maintain 
pulse shape

• E-field parallel to slice

• Reduced reflection and loss

• Better transmission of fast 
pulses

• Better coupling to slices

• Reduced potential for 
electrode artefacts
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Dosimetry of new system

VSWR

700MHz
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Old system
RF 700MHz, 4.5mW.kg-1
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Heating near stimulating electrode, 
380MHz
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Heating effect: RF and elements
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Conclusions
• Epileptiform activity was abolished only if recording 

and/or stimulating electrodes present during exposure 
(400mW.kg-1)

• Heating near tip of both electrodes during exposure
• Heating with miniature resistive elements mimicked 

effect of RF on field potential
• Effects on field potentials not seen in new exposure 

system
• Effects reported previously may be explained by 

interaction of RF with electrodes to produce localised 
heating
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Measuring and Computing Exposures and Measuring and Computing Exposures and 
Induced Currents from Induced Currents from 

MRI Pulsed Gradient FieldsMRI Pulsed Gradient Fields

IEEE International IEEE International 
Committee on Committee on 

Electromagnetic SafetyElectromagnetic Safety
March 2, LondonMarch 2, London

Howard Bassen, Leader
Electromagnetic and Wireless Laboratory

U.S. Food and Drug Administration
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Magnetic Resonance Imaging Magnetic Resonance Imaging -- MRIMRI

High resolution 3D images of the tissues with High resolution 3D images of the tissues with 
waterwater--molecules in the bodymolecules in the body
No carcinogenic ionizing radiationNo carcinogenic ionizing radiation
Ability to visualize metabolic activity Ability to visualize metabolic activity 
(function) without radioactive contrast agents (function) without radioactive contrast agents 
30 million procedures in U.S, annually30 million procedures in U.S, annually



Protons  - Hydrogen Atoms in Water

In a Very Strong Static  
Magnetic Field

Normal  - Random 
Alignment 



Static  B FieldStatic  B Field

Very strong DC fieldVery strong DC field
Causes hydrogen atoms to precessCauses hydrogen atoms to precess
Most clinical MRI systems operate between 0.2 Most clinical MRI systems operate between 0.2 
and 3 T  ( 200 to 30, 000 Gauss)and 3 T  ( 200 to 30, 000 Gauss)
1 A/m is approximately equivalent to 1.3 1 A/m is approximately equivalent to 1.3 µµT.  T.  
EarthEarth’’s magnetic field is about 50 s magnetic field is about 50 µµTT



RF fieldRF field

Produces a signal that is resonant with Produces a signal that is resonant with 
precessing hydrogen  atoms in tissues precessing hydrogen  atoms in tissues 
Frequency is proportional to static Frequency is proportional to static 
magnetic field (42.56 MHz /T)magnetic field (42.56 MHz /T)
A  3 Tesla system uses 128 MHzA  3 Tesla system uses 128 MHz

SAR measurements published by manySAR measurements published by many
Small hotspot is difficult to quantifySmall hotspot is difficult to quantify

wire



Intense, low-frequency, pulsed magnetic 
fields are produced by MRI Gradient Coils



Gradient fieldsGradient fields

Provide a spatial gradient in the static Provide a spatial gradient in the static 
fieldfield
Produce pulses that allow observation of Produce pulses that allow observation of 
the transient behavior of protonsthe transient behavior of protons
Potentially significant safety issue Potentially significant safety issue 
because they induced high levels of KHz because they induced high levels of KHz 
electric fields in the bodyelectric fields in the body..



Gradient Gradient 
FieldsFields

These fields can induce nerve stimulation 
in some patients undergoing MRI 
procedures

25  msec(dB/dt) can exceed 
30 T/sec.



MRI Safety ConcernsMRI Safety Concerns
High currents at sharp edges of metallic High currents at sharp edges of metallic 
implantsimplants
Heating by RF  (and possibly by Gradient Heating by RF  (and possibly by Gradient 
Fields?)Fields?)
Imaging of patients with cardiac pacemakers Imaging of patients with cardiac pacemakers 
and other implants is often prohibited.and other implants is often prohibited.
Nerve stimulation by currents and ENerve stimulation by currents and E--field field 
induced by gradient fields induced by gradient fields 



IEEE COMARIEEE COMAR
http://www.ewh.ieee.org/soc/embs/comar/MRITIS.pdfhttp://www.ewh.ieee.org/soc/embs/comar/MRITIS.pdf



MRI Safety Concerns*MRI Safety Concerns*

For millions of patients worldwide, For millions of patients worldwide, 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) exams magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) exams 
provide essential and lifeprovide essential and life--saving saving 
information. information. 
But many implanted devices are currently But many implanted devices are currently 
contraindicated for use with MRIcontraindicated for use with MRI
Manufacturers of many implanted medical Manufacturers of many implanted medical 
devices attempting to prove the devices are devices attempting to prove the devices are 
MRI safeMRI safe

**Biophan Technologies WebsiteBiophan Technologies Website



Gradient Gradient 
magnetic magnetic 
fieldfield

(Computed)(Computed)

IEEE C95.6IEEE C95.6--
1991  Limits1991  Limits

ICNIRP ICNIRP 
LimitsLimits

ACGIHACGIH
LimitsLimits

EUEU
LimitsLimits

--1 m from 1 m from 
edgeedge of of 
imaging imaging 
area:area:

1 T/s and 500 1 T/s and 500 
µµTT

CenterCenter of of 
imaging area:imaging area:
20 T/s and20 T/s and
10, 000 10, 000 µµTT

18.25 T/sec18.25 T/sec

Special pulse Special pulse 
guidance guidance 
Was notWas not
addressed inaddressed in
this reportthis report

Special Special 
PulsePulse
guidance guidance 
was not was not 
addressed inaddressed in
this reportthis report

200 200 µµTT
(at 1(at 1
KHz)KHz)

30.7 30.7 µµTT
(at 1 (at 1 

KHz )KHz )



Induced voltages from Gradient field Induced voltages from Gradient field 

Pulse 
generator

Tip of 
lead

Little published Little published 
data exists on data exists on 
magnitudes of magnitudes of 
voltages and voltages and 
current densities current densities 
near conducting near conducting 
medical implants medical implants 
in the bodyin the body

Heart



Safety limits for MRISafety limits for MRI

IECIEC** limits dB/dt depending on the specific limits dB/dt depending on the specific 
pulse waveform produced by an MRI pulse waveform produced by an MRI 
procedureprocedure
Generally 30 T/sec is considered a threshold Generally 30 T/sec is considered a threshold 
for peripheral nerve stimulationfor peripheral nerve stimulation

**IEC 60601IEC 60601--22--33 Standard 33 Standard 
((““Medical Electrical Equipment Medical Electrical Equipment ––Part 2Part 2--33: Particular 33: Particular 

Requirements for the Safety Of Magnetic Requirements for the Safety Of Magnetic 
Resonance Equipment for Medical DiagnosisResonance Equipment for Medical Diagnosis””) ) 



GradientGradient--Induced Induced 
voltages/currentsvoltages/currents

Currents near sharp edges of implants may Currents near sharp edges of implants may 
exceed the values for nerve and cardiac exceed the values for nerve and cardiac 
stimulation. stimulation. 
Reliable methods to measure or calculate Reliable methods to measure or calculate 
these currents have not been published.these currents have not been published.
The Food and Drug Administration and The Food and Drug Administration and 
collaborators are developing instrumentation collaborators are developing instrumentation 
and computational methods to study this and computational methods to study this 
issue.issue.



Computer modeling of induced Computer modeling of induced 
current at the tip of wirescurrent at the tip of wires

Methods used:Methods used:

Finite difference time domainFinite difference time domain ((FDTD) FDTD) 
method method 

Impedance methodImpedance method
Finite element methodFinite element method (Not practical with our (Not practical with our 

software)software)



Finite difference time domain (FDTD) method
(Scaling from 9.7 MHz to 970 Hz)

Ji Chen 
PhD

University 
of 
Houston
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Wire diameter: 0.96 cm
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conductivity: 
1.5 S/m

5 cm bare 
wire

Geometry – FDTD Modeling

16.5 cm

Loop: Helmholtz 
coil pair
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FDTD – Preliminary results
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Impedance methodImpedance method
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Equivalent circuit network for impedance method

•Efficient for ELF calculation

•Easy to implement
Ji Chen PhD
University of Houston



Impedance methodImpedance method
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Impedance Method (970 Hz)

Metallic lead

Metallic lead

Coil
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Measurements of E fields Measurements of E fields –– 1 KHz1 KHz

Glass tube

2 mm 
I.D.

3 mm 
O.D.

2 thin silver wires  (0.5 mm diam)2 thin silver wires  (0.5 mm diam)
Silver silverSilver silver--chloride platingchloride plating
Twisted pair wires to differential amplifierTwisted pair wires to differential amplifier

Wire 
spacing



Scanning in salineScanning in saline

probe

metal rod   75 mm   x 6.5 mm

Helmholtz 
coil 

Saline tank  24 cm diam



PreliminaryPreliminary E Fields in salineE Fields in saline
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PreliminaryPreliminary Scanning results Scanning results 

wire

0                                                  3 cm
Saline tank edge

0.064

V/m

0.04



Conclusions:Conclusions: GradientGradient--induced fields induced fields 
near implanted wires:near implanted wires:

Little information availableLittle information available
Measurements and computations can be Measurements and computations can be 
performedperformed
High localization creates dosimetry problem High localization creates dosimetry problem 
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